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AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS NZ LIMITED
ACL ENGINE PARTS WARRANTY
All engine parts sold by Automotive Components NZ Limited are guaranteed against faulty workmanship and
materials for a period of 12 months or 20,000 Kilometres, whichever occurs first. This warranty is effective
from the date of sale by Automotive Components NZ Limited. Should a product found upon examination by
an ACL representative to be defective in materials or workmanship and not from a cause beyond the control
of ACL including, but not limited to, misuse, improper installation or operation, that product will be replaced
by ACL free of charge.
Automotive Components NZ Limited obligations under this warranty shall cease if the supplied part is:
• Used in any performance or modified engine application including but not limited to street, strip, race,
drag,and circuit racing.
• Used in any marine or aviation environments.
• Altered and/or modified in any way or form from its supplied dimensions.
• Damaged in any way by abuse, incorrect fitting procedures, operated in an environment not suitable for
the requirements of that component, lack of preventive maintenance and/or continued to be operated
after the component is known to be defective.
This warranty is in addition and subject to the conditions and warranties prescribed by statute.
Subject to prescribed terms, ACL’s obligations for liability for breach of prescribed terms is limited at its
option to replacement of the goods or supply of equivalent goods , repair of the goods, payment of the cost
of replacing the goods or acquiring equivalent goods or payment of the cost of having the goods repaired.
The above warranty supersedes and excludes all prior and other discussions, representations and
arrangements relating to the supply of products including without limitation the suitability or performance of
the products or the results expected from using the products.
Subject to prescribed terms and the warranty set out above ACL shall not be liable for any loss, damage or
injury of any kind whatsoever (including, without limitation, loss, damage or injury caused by the default or
negligence of ACL or its servants or agents and incidental and consequential loss, damage or injury) in any
manner wholly or partly arising from or in connection with any order relating to the supply of or otherwise
concerning any products including, without limitation to the foregoing, any defect in material design or
workmanship of any other defect whatsoever.

ACL RACE SERIES PRODUCTS WARRANTY
ACL "RACE" or "RACE SERIES" branded products are designed for improved performance and durability in
engines which have moderate increases in compression ratio and output compared to standard engines.
ACL does not provide any implied or express warranty on products used in engines over whose design it has
no knowledge or control. Users must accept responsibility for use in non-standard applications including any
use in engines used in competition or where exhaust emissions regulations apply. ACL reserves the right to
make product changes without notice and without incurring any liability for similar products previously
manufactured.
This special warranty prevails over any other ACL warranty for engine parts or products.

MITSUBOSHI BELT WARRANTY
MITSUBOSHI belts are warranted to be free from product defects in materials and workmanship at the point
of purchase. The warranty period is 24 months or 40,000 kilometres, whichever occurs first, and shall
commence from the date of purchase of the product. This warranty is effective from the date of sale by
Automotive Components NZ Limited.
These warranty conditions apply provided the application, installation and maintenance are carried out in
accordance with vehicle manufacturer's recommended procedures. Consequential and incidental damages,
and damage caused through misapplication, improper installation or service, misuse, and abuse are all
excluded under this warranty.
In case of any failure occurrence before the service interval recommendation, all related parts must be
available and returned to Automotive Components NZ Limited (ACL) for analysis and investigation to
ascertain the exact cause of failure. The liability of ACL is limited only to the replacement of the defective
product.
Issued 22/09/2017
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IMPORTANT TIPS ON MONOTORQUE HEAD GASKETS
 Head and block surfaces must be thoroughly cleaned.
 Ensure the head and block surfaces are flat (0.002” longitudinally and traversely).
 Ensure the cylinder head is free from corrosion.
 Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for surface finishes and cylinder head hardness, as a rule of
thumb the hardness should be above 65 Brinell.
 Check and clean all bolt holes, waterways and galleries. Unless otherwise stated by the manufacturer use
a tap to clean out the threads in the block.
 Ensure head bolts are clean and that the threads are not bent, burred, stretched or damaged.
 Lubricate bolt threads and undersides of every bolt head and washer with a quality thread lubricant, if
required use non-hardening sealants on threads.
 Monotorque gaskets are specially treated and NO additional sealants are required except when fitting with
an ACL head shim.
 Adhere to torque settings provided with Monotorque gasket sets, using a calibrated torque wrench. If no
torque settings are provided with an ACL head gasket, follow manufacturers recommendations.
NOTE:
Monotorque sets contain head gaskets of several material designs including fibre based, graphite based and
multi-layered steel (MLS). These gaskets are not required to be re-torqued.
NON MONOTORQUE GASKETS
If the label on the gasket set is marked Monotorque then it is not necessary to retension the head gasket,
otherwise it is recommended that you re-torque.
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DETONATION
IS A MAJOR CAUSE OF HEAD GASKET AND ENGINE COMPONENT FAILURE

WHAT IS DETONATION?
Detonation is an uncontrolled explosion within the cylinder which creates an abnormal rise in pressure and
temperature. Components exposed to these excessive temperatures and pressures will suffer damage and
fail as a result.

WHAT CAN CAUSE DETONATION?
 Incorrect ignition timing
 Lean mixture
 Overheating
 Heat range of spark plugs too high
 Excessive build up of carbon deposits
 Compression ratio too high
 Fuel octane rating too low
Detonation can be caused by all of the above either individually or in combination and can result in the
following damage to engine components.


Cracked or broken piston skirts, lands and pin bosses



Eroded or melted piston crowns



Scuffed piston skirts and damaged cylinder bores



Broken or damaged compression rings



Cylinder head gasket failure



Engine bearing failure

ACHIEVING MAXIMUM TORQUE
Even under ideal conditions, most of the torque applied is lost to friction. Lubrication is the best way to
overcome this friction loss. It is therefore essential that a quality thread lubricant be applied to the
bolt/stud threads and washers. Tests carried out by ACL have proved that up to a 300% gain in clamping
load can be achieved by using light lubrication on the bolt thread and under the bolt washer and bolt head.

Conversion Factors
ft lb multiplied by 1.357 = Nm
Nm multiplied by 0.737 = ft lb
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TORQUE TO YIELD HEAD BOLTS

LET’S CLARIFY THE ISSUES
There is a lot of controversy about torque to yield head bolts, also known as angle torque or stretch bolts. I
would like to clarify some issues regarding these types of bolts in this bulletin.
FIRST SOME HISTORY
Torque to yield (TTY) head bolts are extensively used in modern design engines predominantly for cylinder
heads but also main bearing caps, rod bolts, etc. TTY head bolts offer a number of advantages for the
engine manufacturer, which include flexibility in cylinder head design as this type of clamping style requires
less head bolts and there is also a reduction in component costs. Another advantage for the manufacturer is
controlled cylinder head clamping torque.
HOW DO THEY WORK?
When the TTY head bolts are tightened they undergo two main phases. First is the elastic phase, which is a
state whereby the bolt will stretch under tension but will return to its original dimensions when the axial
loading is released. If this loading is increased the bolt will reach its plastic phase. The plastic phase is the
state whereby the bolt has stretched past its yield point and will not return to its original dimensions or state,
when the loading is released. If the bolt loading is increased even further the bolt will reach its shear point
and the bolt material wastes and breaks.
CAN TTY HEAD BOLTS BE REUSED?
Simple and clear, the answer is NO. Due to the very nature of their design these bolts do wear out and
cannot be reused. Unlike a conventional bolt the TTY bolts are tightened beyond their yield point into the
plastic phase and will not return to their original dimensions when the tension is released. If these types of
bolts are to be used a second time or any subsequent times thereafter, the already permanently stretched
bolts will stretch even further and rapidly lose clamping load, which could ultimately lead to head gasket
failure. The end user will ultimately have to pay for the extra cost of new bolts, but this is a relatively
inexpensive form of insurance against head gasket failure.
HOW ARE TTY HEAD BOLTS FITTED?
Torque to yield head bolts require a different torque procedure than a conventional head bolt. These bolts
will require a numerical initial torque setting, sometimes called a pre-load, followed by one or more angle
settings. Care must be taken that the correct procedure is adhered to and an accurate angle gauge is used
to ensure correct and even bolt loading. As with conventional head bolts a good thread and under bolt head
lubricant is still important. Lubricants reduce the amount of friction between the fastener and the surface it
contacts while being tightened. A quality thread lubricant will convert more of the torque to more usable
clamping force instead of having it lost to friction.
IN SUMMARY
ACL recommends NOT to reuse torque to yield head bolts. It is imperative that new bolts are fitted following
cylinder head gasket replacement.
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SURFACE FINISH OF CYLINDER HEADS

HEAD SURFACE FINISHES
Head surfacing is just one of the jobs usually performed when rebuilding an engine or reconditioning a
cylinder head. It is important that the correct surface finish is achieved because not only will it affect the
gaskets’ ability to cold seal fluids and combustion gases, but also the long term durability. As head gasket
design and materials have changed over the years and castings have become lighter and less rigid, the
need for smoother, flatter surfaces have become more important.
CAST IRON CYLINDER HEADS
ACL recommends surface finish with a roughness average (Ra) of anywhere from 40 to 100 micro-inches
for composite and graphite head gaskets. As long as the surface finish on the cylinder head and block is
somewhere between the minimum smoothness and maximum roughness, there should not be any cold
sealing or durability problems with the head gasket as long as factory torque specifications are adhered to.
ALUMINIUM CYLINDER HEADS
For aluminium cylinder heads the surface finish becomes more critical as there are different thermal
expansion rates in bi-metal engines. The thermal expansion rates between a cast iron block and an
aluminium cylinder head creates a tremendous amount of shearing force on the head gasket. If the surface
finish is too rough the metal will bite into the gasket and pull it sideways as the cylinder expends and
contracts. The cumulative effect over time can cause a de-laminating effect in the gasket, literally tearing it
apart. Surface finish recommendations are from 40 to 100 micro-inches Ra.
MULTI-LAYER STEEL (MLS) HEAD GASKETS
This type of laminated steel gasket is extremely durable because the multiple layers of metal prevent the
gasket from losing torque due to gasket relaxation. This design also reduces the amount of torque required
on the head bolts to seal the gasket, which in turn reduces cylinder bore distortion and blowby. The
recommended surface finish for ACL MLS gaskets is 8 to 22 micro-inches Ra.
CYLINDER HEAD/BLOCK DISTORTION
Flatness is an aspect of surface finish that needs to be mentioned, because a cylinder head that is not flat
won’t seal no matter how smooth it is. Near perfection is required on many of today’s engines for a good
cold seal. Measure the cylinder head and block faces with a straight edge and a feeler gauge. If the gap
exceeds 0.051mm (.002”) at any point then have the surface machined.
Hardness of aluminium cylinder heads is one more factor that could affect gasket-sealing performance.
Cylinder heads are made in a variety of aluminium alloys and may be either gravity or low pressure die cast.
Different heat treatments achieve between 80 & 120 Brinell from factory. As a guide, any used aluminium
head which has a hardness lower than 65 Brinell is likely to have been permanently softened by
overheating.
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ALUMINIUM CYLINDER HEADS

Care should be taken when straightening aluminium cylinder heads. The manufacturers of these components
recommend against the practice because of the residual stresses generated and the risk of softening.
However, aluminium cylinder heads are expensive to replace and as a result numerous straightening
techniques have been developed and are in use in the reconditioning industry.
The following comments are intended to point out that a straightened cylinder head may never be as good as
a new one and that the risk of problems developing later, particularly in relation to gasket sealing, are
greater.
The process of straightening involves the application of heat, whether in an oven or by flame, and under no
circumstances should the temperature be high enough to cause annealing (i.e. permanent softening) of the
aluminium alloy.
The aluminium alloys used in cylinder heads will anneal at 662º F (350º C), but considerable softening
begins at around 554 - 590º F (290 - 310º C) depending on the alloy and the time that the head is held at
that temperature.
When using temperature sensitive crayons, excessive temperatures may be experienced due to the delay in
the response of the crayon, or to uneven heating of the head. It is recommended that cylinder heads are not
heated beyond 482º F (250º C) when straightening.
If annealing has occurred in an aluminium cylinder head, the material strength is reduced and it becomes
more ductile. There could be some permanent thickness change in the areas underneath the head studs or
some penetration of the washer into the softened and more ductile head material. This effect will be
increased when the engine heats up due to the greater expansion of the aluminium head compared to the
steel studs.
Any thickness change which occurs in a softened aluminium cylinder head will reduce the clamping pressure
on the gasket. The achievement of correct clamping pressure on the gasket is critical to its performance and
any loss could lead to a lack of sealing and failure of the gasket. At this point, it is no use being critical of the
gasket, it is the condition of the aluminium cylinder head which caused the failure.
The behaviour of aluminium cylinder heads in an overheating situation will differ, however in either case
overheating (whether on the engine or when straightening) will reduce hardness and strength. As a guide,
any used aluminium head which has hardness lower than 65 Brinell is likely to have been permanently
softened by overheating.
Cylinder heads are made in a variety of aluminium alloys and may be either gravity or low pressure die cast.
The heat treatment applied to the casting varies according to the alloy used and results required. It is not
possible to generalize on the hardness achieved in manufacture. For example, some aluminium heads are
solution heat treated and aged to a hardness of 110 – 120 Brinell, while others are stabilised only (i.e. oven
aged) as the removable core is burnt out and these have a hardness of around 80 90 Brinell.
The above implies that anyone straightening an aluminium cylinder head should have equipment for
measuring hardness.
REMINDER


An aluminium alloy cylinder head which has been distorted by overheating in a vehicle may be unfit for
further service



Overheating during straightening causes a permanent change to the material’s properties



Reuse of an aluminium head which has been overheated during straightening may lead to gasket
failure
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COOLANTS, ETHYLENE GLYCOL AND ENGINE ASSEMBLY

Modern, high quality coolant is an invaluable necessity in any modern engine. The ethylene glycol in the
coolant helps to prevent freezing and boiling, and the inhibitor reduces the potential for engine component
corrosion.
There are a number of types of corrosion that can affect both the engine and gasket performance. Two of
the most common forms within an engine are general corrosion and galvanic corrosion. General corrosion
will occur wherever there is metal in contact with both water and air. The form of galvanic corrosion is
prevalent in modern engines with aluminium cylinder heads. This occurs when there are two or more
dissimilar metals in contact with each other or when immersed in a fluid capable of conducting electric
charge. This is a faster process than general corrosion.
Inhibitors can work in two ways, either by removing oxygen (oxygen and water are needed for corrosion to
take place) or by promoting passivity. Passivity is the slowing down of the rate at which metal oxides are
released into the cooling fluid.
Many coolants also contain ethylene glycol to help prevent freezing and boiling. However, due to the nature
of ethylene glycol, care must be taken when adding coolant to newly assembled motors. The ethylene glycol
molecule is a lot more flexible than the water molecule. It is therefore more likely to track into any available
crevice, such as scratch grooves made when cleaning or machining marks on the cylinder head or block
faces. The machined surface of the cylinder head and block in any motor is made up of a series of peaks
and troughs. When a traditional head gasket is fitted to this relatively rough surface, it does not generally fill
all these troughs. If ethylene glycol is introduced in the coolant at this point, the ethylene glycol can track
along the fibers of the gasket material and cylinder head machine marks. Once a path of leakage is created
it is generally irreversible.
Fortunately, many new generation ACL head gaskets have a special resin coating that creates a cold seal.
This cold seal will fill the crevices immediately during gasket assembly. In instances where grooves are too
deep for any coating to reach into the very bottom, the coating is designed to flow into any remaining voids
the first time the engine gets hot. In this way a complete and effective seal is achieved. The following
practice is recommended by ACL:
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1.

Fill the cooling system with distilled/demineralised water

2.

Start the engine, carry out standard engine adjustments/checks, test run vehicle and allow the engine to
reach normal operating temperature

3.

Stop the engine and allow the engine to cool down, remove the radiator cap safely, drain and add a
good quality coolant (including inhibitor) according to the manufacture recommendations.

BASIC GUIDE TO ENGINE PARTS TERMINOLOGY

PRODUCT: GASKETS
WHERE ARE THEY IN THE ENGINE?

WHAT DO THEY DO?
The gaskets in an engine create the seal between static parts.
WHAT ARE THEY?
Gaskets are traditionally made of a soft fibrous material, which is compressed under the assembly loading to
conform to the irregularities of the mating surfaces to achieve an effective seal. Gasket material can also be
paper, rubber, cork, metal, polymer, graphite or composite.
GASKETS: COMMON TERMINOLOGY


Monotorque :
This is a premium brand head gasket, which does not require to be retorqued



Multi-layer Steel:
Gaskets made of layers of steel, sandwiched together. Predominantly used in high heat, high
compression or performance applications



Silicone Beading:
Coloured beading on the gasket face to assist sealing by increasing clamping load in that particular area



Head Gasket:

Gasket that seals to the cylinder head to the cylinder block. Usually made of composite or graphite but
can also be steel


Head Bolt Set:
One set of cylinder head bolts to repair one engine



Head Set:
Set of gaskets and seals required when performing maintenance to the cylinder head



Full Set:
Set of gaskets and seals required for a complete engine overhaul



Conversion Set:
Set of gaskets that presents the difference between the head set and full set



Head Shim:
A steel spacer to compensate for the loss of material when machining a cylinder head
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GASKETS: COMMON TERMINOLOGY continued
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Intake Manifold Gasket:
Gasket to seal the intake manifold to the cylinder head



Exhaust Manifold Gasket:
Gasket to seal the exhaust manifold to the cylinder head



Plenum Gasket:
Gasket between intake manifold and plenum chamber on EFI models



Flange Gasket:
Gasket that seals the exhaust pipe flange, manifold and muffler system



Turbo Gasket:
Gaskets to seal the exhaust manifold to the turbo and turbo to drop pipe



Rocker Cover Gasket:
Also called valve cover or tappet cover gasket. Gasket to seal rocker cover to cylinder head



Spark Plug Seals:
Gaskets that seal the sparkplug recess in the rocker cover



Rocker Bolt Seals:
Nitrile washers that seals the rocker cover bolts



Sump Gasket:
Also called a sump set or oil pan gasket. It contains the gaskets required to seal the sump



Valve Stem Seals:
Special oil seals that fit over valve stems



Balance Shaft Oil Seal:
Oil seal that seals the balance shaft in the cylinder block



Camshaft Oil Seal:
Oil seal that seals the camshaft in the cylinder head



Rear Main Oils Seal:
Oil seal that seals the crankshaft in the rear of the cylinder block



Oil Pump Seal:
Oil seal that seals the oil pump shaft in the cylinder block



Timing Cover Oil Seal:
Oil seal that seals the crankshaft in the timing cover housing



Timing Seal Kit:
Set containing all the oil seals that may be required when replacing a timing belt



Cam Plug (1/2 Moon):
Round or half round sealing plug in back of camshaft tunnel on cylinder head



Water Pump Gasket:
Gasket to seal the water pump to cylinder block



Thermostat Gasket:
Gasket to seal thermostat housing to cylinder head

PRODUCT: OIL SEALS
WHERE ARE THEY IN THE ENGINE?

WHAT DO THEY DO?
Oil seals in an engine create the seal between moving parts.
WHAT ARE THEY?
Dynamic oil seals are generally made from a material that has high heat and wear resistance with the ability
to conform to a surface. Common materials for dynamic oil seals in use today are Nitriles, Poly-acrylics,
Silicones, and Fluoroelastomers (Viton).


Nitrile:
Common seal material for many O.E. and aftermarket replacement



Poly-acrylate:
Premium seal range used for many cam seals, timing cover seals and oil pump seals



Silicone:
High temperature, high surface speed seal material used as rear main seals



Fluoroelastomer:
Also called Viton . High temperature and abrasive resistance. Predominantly used in high heat and/or
diesel engine applications

OIL SEALS: COMMON TERMINOLOGY


Cam Seal:
Oil seal that seals the camshaft in the cylinder head



Timing Cover Seal:
Oil seal that seals the crankshaft in the timing cover housing



Rear Main Seal:
Oil seal that seals the crankshaft in the cylinder block



Balance Shaft Seal:
Oil seal that seals the balance shaft in the cylinder block



Oil Pump Seal:
Oil seal that seals the oil pump shaft in the cylinder block



Timing Seal Kit:
Set containing all the oil seals that may be required when replacing a timing belt
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PRODUCT: BEARINGS
WHERE ARE THEY IN THE ENGINE?

WHAT DO THEY DO?
The main bearings in an engine support and position the crankshaft in the block while providing a suitable
surface for its rotary motion. The rod bearings support the connecting rod on the crankshaft journal.
WHAT ARE THEY?


Main Bearings:
Bearings to support and position the main journal of the crankshaft



Rod Bearings:
Also called big end bearings. These support and position the big end journal of the connecting rod



Thrust washers:
Special washers that control the end float of the crankshaft



Cam Bearings:
Bearings that support and position the camshaft



Balance Shaft Bearings:
Bearings that support and position the balance shaft



Rod Bushes:
Bushes that support and position the piston pin in the connecting rod. Also called little end bushes or
gudgeon bushes

CRANKSHAFT
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BEARINGS: WHAT ARE THEY? continued
Engine bearings are half shell or full circular bearings generally made from a steel backing covered in a
suitable overlay material. The bearing overlay can consist of the following materials:
 Babbitt:
Whitemetal material used as a bearing overlay suitable for low loading, low performance applications
 Aluminium-Tin:
Common material used in many O.E. applications and suitable for medium performance engines. Also
called bi-metal bearings or Alutin bearings
 Copper-Lead:
Suitable for high performance use due to their high fatigue strength. Also called tri-metal or F780
Duraglide bearings
 Aluminium-Silicon:
Similar performance to the copper-lead bearing with the added advantage of not containing lead. The
global impact of lead requires car and engine manufactures to look at alternatives to lead based
products. Also called Aluglide
BEARINGS: COMMON TERMINOLOGY


Bearing Clearance:
Clearance between the bearings and crankshaft journal



RACE H-Series:
These bearings have special features that will make them withstand increased fatigue loading and
therefore much more suitable for high performance use

PART NUMBERS
Part numbers are formed around the base number of the bearing set and contain suffixes and prefixes
denoting the properties of the set.
8B2356HX-STD and 8B2356H-010 can be broken down as follows:
8
B
2376
H
HX
H-001
010
M
C
BS
T

Kit is for an 8-cylinder engine.
Kit contains rod bearings.
Base number of the bearing shells
Kit contains H-Series Race shells.
Kit contains bearings that have .001” (1/1000 of an inch)
increased clearance over standard
Kit contains bearings that have .001” (1/1000 of an inch)
decreased clearance over standard
Bearing undersize. This one is 10/1000 of an inch undersize
Mains bearings
Cam bearings
Balance shaft bearings
Thrust bearing

SIZING

 Bearings are available in either standard size or under size.
 Under size measurements can be either metric or imperial.
 Standard is shortened to STD
 Imperial sizes are written as 001, 010, 020, 030, 040, 060
 Metric sizes are written as .025,0.25, .50, .75, 1.00, 1.50

Imperial

Metric

001

0.025

010

0.25

020

0.50

030

0.75

040

1.00

060

1.50

 Imperial sizes can be easily converted to metric and metric to imperial.
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PRODUCT: PISTONS
WHERE ARE THEY IN THE ENGINE?

WHAT DO THEY DO?
The piston in an engine provides the movable wall of the combustion chamber by which the forces of
combustion are transmitted via the connecting rod to the crankshaft of the engine. The characteristics
required of the piston are that it be light, strong, wear resistant, a good conductor of heat and also it must
carry the piston rings as nearly as possible at right angles to the cylinder bore so that they can seal
effectively.
WHAT ARE THEY?
Pistons can be cast or forged and made from Aluminium, Copper and Silicon alloy. Most original equipment
(O.E.) pistons are gravity die cast pistons with the exception of a select few. Forged pistons are usually
reserved for high performance engines only and have superior strength over their cast counterpart. The
cost to produce these is also considerably higher.
PISTONS: COMMON TERMINOLOGY
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Hypo-eutectic Pistons:
The composition of Aluminium alloy material containing no more than 12.5% silicon. Most O.E. pistons
are hypo-eutectic with silicone content of around 9%



Eutectic Pistons:
The composition of Aluminium alloy material containing maximum silicon (12.5%)



Hyper-eutectic Pistons:
The composition of Aluminium alloy material containing more than 12.5% silicon, sometimes in excess
of 18%. Silicon can be present in the Aluminium alloy in free form, which will usually make the piston a
lot harder, but also be less ductile.



Cast Pistons:
Gravity cast pistons made with collapsible dies



Forged Pistons:
Forged pistons made from a solid billet and forged into shape



Piston Crown Type:
Pistons can be finished on the crown as dished, domed or flat top depending on the combustion
chamber, shape of valve pockets and engine design. Many are dished. Sometimes customers require
flat tops in effect to raise the compression ratio

PISTONS: COMMON TERMINOLOGY continued


Valve Pockets:
Cut outs on top of the piston crown to allow for valve clearance



Compression Height:
The distance from the center of the piston pin hole to the top of the piston. This controls the height of
the piston in the cylinder bore



Ring Grooves and Ring Lands:
Carry and support the piston rings at right angle to the cylinder bore



Transfer Slots:
Cut out in oil control ring groove that stops combustion heat traveling to the piston skirt to control
expansion. Also used to allow oil scraped off the cylinder wall to return to the sump



Piston Skirt:
Skirts on side of piston that guide the piston down the cylinder bore



Solid Skirt:
Piston skirt design that has eliminated transfer slot in the oil groove to improve rigidity and strength



Piston Pins:
Cylindrical pins inside the piston boss that transfer the forces from the piston to the connecting rod.
Also called wrist pins or gudgeon pins



Circlips:
Special clips that hold the piston pin in the piston boss

PART NUMBERS
Part numbers are formed around the base number of the piston and contain suffixes and prefixes denoting
the properties of the kit.
8MKRY9302SH-040 can be broken down as follows;
8
M
K
RY9302
S
H
040

Kit is for an 8 cylinder engine.
Kit contains premium piston rings.
Advises that this is assembled as a kit.
Base number of the piston and pin
PTFE/molybdenum coated piston skirt
Kit contains file back compression rings.
Piston oversize. This one is 40/1000 of an inch oversize

SIZING

 Pistons are available in either standard size or over size.
 Over size measurements can be either metric or imperial.
 Standard is shortened to STD
 Imperial sizes are written as 020, 030, 040, 060

Imperial

Metric

020

0.50

030

0.75

040

1.00

060

1.50

 Metric sizes are written as .50, .75, 1.00, 1.50
 Imperial sizes can be easily converted to metric and metric to imperial.
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PRODUCT: PISTONS RINGS
WHERE ARE THEY IN THE ENGINE?

WHAT DO THEY DO?
The piston rings are supported by the pistons and its function includes:


Prevent the passage of combustion gas from the combustion chamber to the crankcase.



Prevent the passage of lubricating oil from the crankcase to the combustion chamber.



To provide a heat transfer path from the piston to the cylinder wall. This heat is the result of the
combustion process.

WHAT ARE THEY?
Piston rings are narrow circular rings with an end gap so they can be placed over a piston. These can be
cast or ductile iron or made from steel. Ductile iron and steel compression rings have superior strength over
their cast counterpart. Commonly there are three rings on each piston. Two compression rings and one oil
control assembly. The oil control assembly consists of one expander and two rails.
PISTON RINGS: COMMON TERMINOLOGY
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Ring Gap:
Gap left in the piston ring after installation to allow for expansion of the rings due to combustion heat.
Also called ring end gap.



Moly (Molybdenum) Coated Rings:
Special insertion of molybdenum on the outer sealing face of the piston ring to enhance sealing
properties and resist wear.



Chrome Plated Rings:
Chrome plating on the outer sealing face of the piston ring to enhance sealing properties and resist
wear.



Chromemoly:
Chromemoly is a name incorrectly used in describing a premium ring. A ring will either be chrome
plated or moly (molybdenum) type, but never both.

PISTON RINGS: COMMON TERMINOLOGY continued
 Cast Rings:
Conventional rings are made from grey flake graphite iron which is suitable for a wide range of applications with good resistance to wear where load conditions are moderate.
 Steel Rings:
Piston rings made of steel are usually nitrided to be compatible with cast iron cylinder bores. Premium
rings for high performance engines, also more common in late model O.E. applications.
 Ductile Iron:
High strength Spheroidal Graphite Iron (SGI) ring material that is suitable for high performance use.
 Proseal:
Typically a stock replacement ring to suit many standard and medium performance engines.
 Premium:
Premium ring sets may contain a higher grade ductile iron or steel rings.
 File Back:
Ring set that contains top rings that have zero end gaps on the top compression rings. The engine builder can set the gaps according to their own performance requirements.
 Keystone Rings:
Type of top compression ring that has tapered sides. Predominantly used in diesel engine applications.
 Trapzoidal Rings:
Type of top compression ring that has taper on top side only. Also called ½ keystone rings. Predominantly used in diesel engine applications.
SIZING

 Piston rings are available in either standard size or over size.
 Over size measurements can be either metric or imperial.
 Standard is shortened to STD
 Imperial sizes are written as 020, 030, 040 or 060
 Metric sizes are written as 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 or 1.50

Imperial

Metric

020

0.50

030

0.75

040

1.00

060

1.50

 Imperial sizes can be easily converted to metric and metric to imperial.
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Gasket Application Chart

R&D indicates Product in Development
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Engine Bearings Application Chart

** indicates Duraglide 780 material
HX - 0.001” extra clearance on standard journal
HD - Bearing has dowel hole location

PLEASE NOTE:
WE RECOMMEND BEFORE GRINDING YOUR CRANKSHAFT, YOU CHECK WITH YOUR LOCAL
DISTRIBUTOR TO ENSURE THE UNDERSIZE REQUIRED IS AVAILABLE
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Engine Bearings Application Chart
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Engine Bearings Application Chart
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Piston Application Chart

ƒ indicates File Back Piston Ring Set also available (Use H suffix)
‘S’ suffix indicates piston skirt is coated
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